Editorial

Why specifications for allowable glucose meter errors should include 100% of the data

The recently published ISO 15197 guideline [1], and the CLSI POCT12-A3 guideline [2] are two new glucose meter performance guidelines. Unfortunately, each of these guidelines fails to include error limits for 100% of the data. For the CLSI guideline, specifications are given for 98% of the results and for the ISO guideline, 99% of the results. The purpose of this article is to discuss why a specification for 100% of the results is appropriate.

I have previously commented [3] that in clinical chemistry, errors are often thought of as a distribution of continuous variables and not as discrete error events. Thus, these glucose meter guidelines provide one set of error limits for 95% of the data and a wider set of limits for either 98% or 99% of the data. There is nothing wrong with this construct. However, one can also consider glucose meter errors as discrete failure events. For example, if a glucose sample reference result was 1.67 mmol/L (30 mg/dL), a serious glucose meter failure event would be if the meter result for that sample was 16.65 mmol/L (300 mg/dL) (e.g., within the E zone of a Parkes error grid [4]). And for each sample, this failure event can either occur or not occur. It makes sense to specify a goal of zero percent of data in the E zone of the Parkes error grid. The ISO and CLSI goals can be thought of as specifying the percentage of results that fall within the A and perhaps B region of an error grid. Thus, the ISO and CLSI goals are based on a distribution of a continuous variable and goals for the higher zones in an error grid, which are missing in the ISO and CLSI guidelines, are based on discrete failure events. The balance of the data (2% for CLSI and 1% for ISO) is allowed to fall in intermediate but not the highest error zones. Note that in other fields, where people think in terms of discrete failure events, one would never set goals in the way that they are done for glucose meters. Thus, one would not specify that nuclear power plants should run without meltdowns 99% of the time nor that correct site surgery should occur 99% of the time. Perhaps a difficulty arises because one can never (statistically) prove the occurrence of zero failures but the goal itself is valid.

Manufacturers worry about the approval process and in performing method comparisons, the possibility of an outlier is perhaps a rationale for the ISO and CLSI glucose meter specifications. However, it is the wrong way to think about the problem. If there were one E zone result in a 125 sample method comparison, this error rate of 0.8% would be acceptable according to either glucose meter standard. On the one hand, if this glucose meter had 1% of the glucose meter market (total market=7.9 billion results per year in the US), this implies over 632,000 dangerous glucose results per year in the US [5]. On the other hand, if this glucose meter company ran 10 million samples with no results in the E zone, this only proves (with 95% confidence) that no more than 29 dangerous results would occur [6]. Thus, proving that rare events do not occur by running method comparisons is not practical.

What is done both in other fields and in clinical chemistry is to perform Failure Mode Effects Analysis (FMEA) and fault tree analysis to enumerate the sources of possible failure events and to implement mitigations where appropriate. These techniques also do not prove zero failures but complement method comparisons which need to be performed anyway.

If an E zone event does occur in a method comparison, this by itself is not a reason to consider the meter to be unacceptable. The most important question is the cause of the outlier and it is possible that no cause will be found. There is a financial constraint to collecting data to decide on meter approval and the use of post-market data, the size of which dwarfs method comparison studies should also be used as a way to monitor meter performance.
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